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From surfer dad and photographer Chris Gorman comes Indi Surfs, the story of a little girl who

braves the ocean to find the perfect wave.Â Gorman's evocative images and text capture the

essence of beach culture and the surfer's journey in the story of a young girl who takes to the

waves. Challenged by the ever-changing ocean, Indi shows how patience and persistence pay off in

pursuit of the ultimate surfing goal. Readers will cheer when she gets her reward--a transcendent

ride for Indi when she finally catches her wave.
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This is a beautiful book and the perfect gift for my daughters and myself. We all love the ocean and

feel a strong connection to it, but with us living in Colorado we don't get to experience it enough.

This book got us in the water.

Got this for my friends kid Emma, she is already a lil' beach bum and she loved it. Great images and

a great message for all little girls!

The illustrations are beautiful. My daughter loves the message of courage and perseverance.

Bold yet minimal imagery perfectly balanced with a subtle storyline of determination. This book will



make you drift off into a beachy daydream while the kids drift off to sleep! Highly recommend!!

i purchased this for my friend's daughter who loves the ocean! beautiful book and a perfect gift for

my little beach bum!

Really cool! Read about this book in ESM and was happy to find it on . Nice illustration and story.
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